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I was asked by two friends who critiqued the nearly completed manuscript to explain what I understand  
reality to be in light of the strange reality of quantum mechanics. The following explanation, therefore, is 
written for readers familiar with the basic concepts of quantum mechanics.

To begin on the same page, I thought the following summary would be helpful. Long-held opinions about
material reality were challenged in 1801 when light (photons) was used in double-slit experiments. In those 
experiments, photons passed through double slits and then onto a screen. If light consisted of particles, as
Isaac Newton thought, photons would pass through the slits and form predictable particle-like patterns on 
the screen. What actually appeared on the screen was a double-slit interference pattern of bright and dark
bands characteristic of waves, not particles. The bright bands were constructive interference regions where 
photons would most likely appear on the screen. Since this early experiment, electrons, neutrons, and 
collections of hundreds of atoms have been passed through double slits and produced interference  
patterns similar to that of photons. In addition, it was found that an interference pattern appeared even
when a single photon passed through a single slit. More recently, experiments indicate that antimatter  
also behaves as waves. The challenge these experiments pose for our view of reality is, if particles can
behave as waves, is our view of a material reality wrong?  

Quantum mechanics can represent the location of a photon as a mathematical expression called a wave 
function. Such wave functions can indicate the probable positions of photons in double-slit interference
patterns. However, quantum mechanics cannot yet explain why the wave and particle states of photons  
behave as they do. 

While a number of concepts have been proposed, including the Many-Worlds Interpretation, I describe  
two here. The first posits that the location of photons on double-slit screens is probabilistic, that the  
photons follow no particular path to the diffraction pattern screen, and that the photons transition from
non-real waves to real particles by means of wave function collapse, which is thought to be initiated by 
measurement, gravity, observation, or some form of consciousness. The second posits that a photon’s 
position is determined by interacting with its associated pilot wave and that photons travel in one path  
from a slit to the interference pattern screen. In this theory, the pilot wave passes through both slits, which
introduces an interference pattern as it interacts with its associated photon that traveled through one slit. 
The photon’s path is determined by its prior position and velocity. Since the photon’s ultimate path and 
position are deterministic, the pilot wave model does not involve real particles with non-real waves or  
the need for wave function collapse to materialize the photon. However, knowing the exact position and 
velocity of a quantum particle is problematic for the pilot wave conjecture. Both of these proposed models 
have unresolved issues.

Where does that leave our understanding of reality? Until now, what we know about the nature of things
has been learned by thinking analytically. Our progress as humans, to a great extent, is the result of scientific 
discoveries about Nature. Those discoveries, instead of arriving fully formed, have been refined over time as
more is learned about Nature. In one example, Newton’s laws of mechanics were modified by Einstein’s 
theory of relativity. Will the mysterious nature of quantum mechanics follow that same pattern?  
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Perhaps the reality our ancestors experienced as their DNA was being refined involved no significant 
relativistic or quantum mechanical effects. While we now know that time passes more slowly for an eagle 
diving to seize a sloth, that fact appears to have little or no influence on the genetic evolution of eagles 
and sloths.  

Will quantum mechanics change our view of reality? Inasmuch as the scientific method has been effective  
at explaining reality by assuming that reality exists regardless of how we perceive it, subject to verifiable
contradictory evidence, I see no reason to change that assumption. 

One final note—while Darwinian evolution came into being with Newtonian physics, today, research is  
underway to determine the possible effects of phenomena such as quantum superposition, quantum 
coherence, and electron tunneling on biological processes such as photosynthesis, cellular respiration,  
vision, enzymatic activity, and DNA mutation.
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